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I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of our customers for your valued 
support over the years. We work hard each 
day to earn your trust by being innovative, 

producing high quality products that 
perform, as well as having customer 

service that is second to none. 
Our philosophy has always 

been to treat 
others as 

you would 
like to be 

treated, we believe 
that is only fair and  

the way it should be!
Phil Howe

CEO, HiViz Shooting Systems

Our gOals Have always been pret t y  

simple: break more clays, harvest more wild game, punch 

more holes in the 10-ring and have more fun doing it.

We started with a few ideas that made us better shooters. 

It sounds contradictory, but we learned that by making a 

brighter sight, we were better able to focus on the target...

and that’s the name of the game in shooting. After all, better 

ball gloves and highly engineered bats have never replaced 

the old standard of “Keep your eye on the ball!”

Before we knew it, our ideas were finding their way to the 

top of the podium among competitive shooters and we found 

ourselves talking to some of the brightest people ever to 

shoulder a firearm.

From those interactions have sprung lifelong friendships  and 

ideas that have pushed not only HiViz forward, but the entire 

shooting sports industry.

On the following pages you’ll see the products and practices 

that we think will make you a better shooter...and that’s 

what we’re all about.

We think our business philosophy is a sound one: the better 

people shoot, the more fun they have. The more fun they 

have, the more likely they are to stick with it and bring 

others along for the ride. The more people we have along 

for the ride, the better it is for the future of the sport. And 

who knows? We may change the world yet.

WE  NEVER SET OUT TO  
CHANGE THE WORLD.



About the Cover. We’ re proud to announce our newest ProStaff members - Jerry and Kay Miculek. Jerry is a speed shooter and competition 
shooting instructor, experienced in nearly every type of firearm made. He currently holds five world records in exhibition revolver shooting. His 
wife, Kay Clark Miculek, herself an accomplished shooter, holding numerous national and world titles as well.
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NEW FOR 2009
glock Page 22

HiViz is introducing two new front sights. The first is a 

taller interchangeable front sight with a height of .215”. 

This sight height is designed to be compatible with many 

popular rear target sights. After overwhelming demand we 

are re-introducing a new version of our old Glock tactical 

sight. This sight will have a large diameter (.120”) litepipe 

with a clear overmold and will be available in red or green. 

In addition to this we are offering a new rear sight with the 

litepipe diameter reduced from .070” to .050”. This new 

sight will be available in red and green.  

rear handgun sights Page 20

In the past year we have made an extra effort to increase 

our line of handgun sights. First we have redesigned our rear 

sight by reducing the diameter of the litepipe from .070 to 

.050 inches. This smaller diameter prevents the rear sight 

from overpowering the front sight. We are now offering all 

rear handgun sights in both green and red. Rear sights are 

now available for most models that we only offered front 

sights for previously, as well as for many new models.

Front handgun sights  Page 20

The popularity of handguns shows no signs of slowing. Each 

year brings new handgun models and with them demand 

for high quality accessories. We have added several new 

front sights in both overmolded and interchangeable styles. 

These are available for select models from Ruger, Kahr, Taurus 

and Sig Sauer.



 
M A G N I - O P T I C S ™

crOss-eye dOminance 

It is est imated that over 40% of all shotgunners are 

cross-eye dominant. What that means is that nearly 

40% of right-handed shooters are taking direct ions 

from the wrong eye and missing to the left as a result. 

The incidence of cross-eye dominance for left-handed 

shooters has been estimated as high as 80%.

New Magni-Optic technology from HiViz addresses the 

issue of cross-eye dominance whether or not your eye 

dominance has been correctly determined. Simply put, 

i f you shoulder a gun right handed, your r ight eye 

should be doing the work and vice versa for lef t ies. 

Magni -Opt ic technology ensures correct hand-eye 

coordination.

gun Fit

In addit ion to solving cross-eye dominance, Magni -

Opt ic technology can improve EVERY shooter by 

ensuring proper head-to -stock alignment. If you’ve 

ever looked through a rif lescope with your head out 

of posit ion, you’ve seen the Magni-Optic principle at 

work. A magnifying chamber and a focal point lens work 

together so that you only see the picture when your 

sighting eye is in proper posit ion. Lif t your head, the 

lights go out. Use the wrong eye to establish a sight 

picture, the lights go out.

twO eyes are better tHan One

Like all HiViz sights, the point is to keep your focus on 

the target while your peripheral vision and hand-eye 

coordination ensure that everything else is in place. If 

the lights go out on your sight, your eye instantaneously 

sends the message, “We’re not seeing what we need 

to see here. Don’t shoot.”

Whether misal ignment is the result of cross-eye 

dominance, stock fit or lif t ing your head, Magni-Optic 

technology makes the problem instantly evident and 

aids in equally instantaneous correction.

The Solution to All of  
Your Problems...

2
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 1 
Determine Eye Dominance

With both eyes open point your index 
finger at an object across the room. Now 
close your left eye. If you are still pointing 

at the object, as in #3, you are right eye 
dominant. If it appears you are pointing to 
the side of the object, as in #4, you are left 

eye dominant. There are varying degrees 
of eye dominance, but this is the most 
basic test. Previous solutions to cross-eye 

dominance ranged from switching shoulders 
to obscuring the vision of the offending eye. 
Magni-Optic technology solves it instantly.

Bobby Fowler Jr. 2-Time nsca National Champion 
“If your set-up is incorrect, you will not consistently hit  
the target. Performing the correct set-up every time  

will help build a better score.” 
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M A G N I - O P T I C S ™

The Magni-Hunter is 
designed to optimize light 
gathering for low-light 
hunting situations.

The new Magni-Hunter from HiViz Shooting Systems 

utilizes our revolutionary Magni-Optic technology to 

ensure optimized hand-eye coordination and spot-on 

accuracy.

The Magni-Hunter attaches to virtually any vent-ribbed 

shotgun with our proven magnetic base. A selection 

of bases are supplied in sizes to accommodate a wide 

variety of rib widths so there’s no need to worry about 

searching spec charts, dealer shelves and various websites 

to determine the correct sight.

The skeletonized base provides the perfect balance of 

light-gathering optimization and durable protection of 

the interchangeable LitePipe. The additional light allowed 

into the LitePipe ensures visibility in early morning or 

late-evening hunting situations.

In addition to improving hand-eye coordination, Magni-

Optic technology on the Magni-Hunter will make you a 

safer hunter. By helping you keep both eyes open, you’ll 

be more aware of your surroundings including other 

hunters, dogs and flushing game.

LitePipe Magnification Chamber

2.75”

Magni-Hunter
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LitePipe Magnification Chamber

The Magni-Comp combines our revolutionary Magni-Optic 

technology with our award-winning CompSight design to 

create a bead replacement sight that is sure to enhance 

any competitive shooter’s performance.

The Magni-Comp is packaged with a selection of mounting 

screws to fit virtually any thread pattern used on most 

models of shotguns.

Magni-Optic technology aids target shooters by encouraging a 

two-eyes-open approach regardless of dominant eye or which 

hand you shoot with. The result is more rapid target acquisition, 

more accurate determination of distance and better hand-eye 

coordination. In short, you’ll break more clays and break  

them more decisively shooting with a Magni-Comp.

Magni-Optic technology is 

only available from HiViz 

Shooting Systems.

M A G N I - O P T I C S ™

Sight with the proper eye, you’ll see the 
image on the left. Use the wrong eye or 
lift your head, the lights go out.

1.25”

Magni-Comp



tHe sHOtgun is tHe mOst versatile gun a 

hunter can own. This venerable workhorse can range 

from merely functional to an art form. It is accepted 

across the country for everything from the smallest 

game to the largest. For many it is the preferred 

firearm for multiple hunting and sporting applications. 

The problem is when one shotgun performs many roles. 

The solution is the new Four In One sight from HiViz. 

This revolutionary sight will redefine the versatility of 

your shotgun. This sight system will allow you to use 

one sight and one shotgun throughout the year 

for all your hunting and recreational needs. 

The Four In One incorporates a fully adjustable windage 

and elevation rear sight with a dual height convertible 

front sight to allow the shooter to easily change from a 

three dot sight for turkey or deer to a single low front 

sight for birds or target shooting. The interchangeable 

rear LitePipe gives you the choice of four colors: red, 

green, white or black (for a more traditional look). The 

front sight is interchangeable as well with the choice of 

red or green. Conversion of the sight is fast and simple. 

The Four In One can easily convert from turkey hunting 

in the morning to upland birds at midday, and be back 

in the woods for deer in the afternoon.

6

F O u r  I N  O N e ®

The Four In 
One adapts 
to meet your 
specific needs.
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T r I v I z ®

The TriViz is a turkey 
sight to match today’s  
specialty turkey  
shotguns.

Allen Treadwell, tv Host & nsca All-American  
 “It is very important to spend a little extra time to  

make sure your turkey gun is patterning well,  
and shooting exactly where you want it to.”

tHe triviZ FrOm HiviZ has revolutionized 

the way people look at hunt ing. The t r iangular  

e lement s t ha t fo rm t he s ight p i c t u re a l ign  

effortlessly and leave absolutely no doubt as to point of 

impact while ensuring a solid, head-down position on the 

stock.

HiViz’s unique LitePipe technology allows all the brightness 

you’ve come to expect from HiViz sights in a uniquely 

injection-molded optical-grade resin rear sight. Traditional 

fiber optics restricted to straight rod configurations would 

be unable to conform to the shape of this light-gathering 

LitePipe that loops over the rear sight bracket. The shape of 

the rugged rear sight frames and contains the target and is 

adjustable for windage with the turn of a single screw. 

The TriViz includes four green front sight 

LitePipes including three triangular 

LitePipes in dif ferent heights to 

adjust elevation. A traditional round 

pipe is also included. The TriViz easily 

mounts on all common vent rib sizes 

without drilling or tapping. 

This sweeping range of options enables 

you to remove the rear sight after deer or spring turkey 

season and use either a triangular or round LitePipe front 

sight for upland bird hunting, waterfowling or clay target 

shooting. This sight set is also excellent for varmint hunting 

with a shotgun. Once you shoot with the 

TriViz, you’ll see why it earned Shooting 

Industry magazine’s “Accessory of the 

Year” award. U.S. Patent 6,678,987.
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S H O T G u N  S I G H T S

You don’t aim a shotgun,  
you point it. It just makes sense 
to have a sight that points.

FlashPoint

The HiViz® FlashPoint incorporates our revolutionary triangular LitePipe in a configuration for upland bird hunters, 

waterfowlers and clay target shooters. The FlashPoint sight profile is .050" lower than the TriViz front sight 

for a sleek, low profile.

The FlashPoint includes eight LitePipes: Three different heights of triangular FlashPoint LitePipes 

in proven HiViz green and red are available to adjust point of impact and easily adjust to existing 

light conditions. Additionally, two traditional round LitePipes in green and red are included.

The FlashPoint mounts with a single screw in the front bead hole of most ribbed shotguns.  

Screws are included in various thread sizes to accommodate virtually all common vent-ribbed shotguns.

TriComp

The HiViz® TriComp addresses the fundamental concepts of triangulation, pointing and eye/hand coordination. 

The TriComp features interchangeable LitePipes in green and red as well as white. As an added benefit, this 

sight allows you to use triangular LitePipes which is possible because of our unique LitePipe technology. 

Includes five screws to fit most shotgun models. The sight’s steel construction will allow for years of 

dependable service. 
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 2 
Cold Weather Shooting

        Josh Noble, Pro waterfowl guide & 2005 Zone 7 
Championship hoa; 2006 & 2007 Utah State Champion 

“As every waterfowler knows, the early morning flight can  

make or break a hunt. With the help of the HiViz LitePipe system  

early morning ‘bird-to-barrel relation’ is no longer a problem.”

Waterfowl hunters face the problem of 
bulky clothing and many use a shortened 
stock length to accommodate their hunting 
parkas. But what about the shooter that 

needs to shoot in cold conditions early 
in the day, but warm conditions in the 
afternoon without the bulky coat.

There is a simple little trick that can help 
quite a bit. Just moving your front hand back 
an inch or two towards the receiver can 
make the gun feel noticeably shorter.

Using this hand position your gun will be 
one to two inches forward of your clothing 
when you start your mount.

2

2
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S H O T G u N  S I G H T S

The HiViz family 
of magnetic base 
sights can be 
installed instantly, 
including the 
HiViz ETA.

The HiViz family 
of magnetic base 
sights can be 
installed instantly, 
including the 
HiViz ETA.

HiViz ETA (Easy Target Acquisition)
The ETA is a specially designed magnetic base sight configured and optimized for use with Remington 

shotguns. 

M-series/S-series
Four interchangeable, high-intensity LitePipes are included with all M-Series sights allowing the shooter 

to adjust to existing light conditions. The S-Series includes a single LitePipe in your choice of green or red  

at a more economical price.

HiViz’s snap on/off magnetic base is available in four different sizes to fit virtually any rib width from 

11/64" to 9/16". Refer to the selection chart for compatibility. Not compatible with fiber or aluminum 

ribs. (See CompSight description for shotguns with non-steel ribs.) Patent Number 5878503.

BirdBuster®

The BirdBuster is a shotgun sight system that springboards off of our award-winning M-Series shotgun sights. It features 

all of the magnetic sight bases needed to fit virtually any vent-ribbed shotgun and utilizes smaller diameter LitePipes in 

both round and triangular configurations. 

The sight has the ability to quickly move from your 28 gauge over and under after a woodcock hunt 

to your 10 gauge semi-auto as you head out for honkers. You may 

have more than one shotgun, but with the BirdBuster, you don’t 

need more than one sight.
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 3 
Get a Grip

21

3 4

Proper grip with the back hand starts with 
the trigger finger. After verifying that the gun 
is empty, place the crease of the first knuckle 
of your index finger on the trigger. Now 

bring your hand as far back and down on 
the grip as comfortable. The thumb of the 
back hand should wrap over the wrist of 
the stock giving a secure grip.

To find the correct location for the front hand 
try this, again with an unloaded shotgun. 
Mount the gun and swing up until you are 
pointing straight up in the air. Maintaining 
control of the gun with your back hand, let 

go with your front hand and relax it. Now, 
with your elbow comfortably bent, reach 
up and regrip the stock. Note this location 
as it will allow maximum mobility.

Jon Michael McGrath, 2008 National Champion International 
Skeet; 3-time Sub-Junior HOA Junior World Skeet Champion; 

Captain, Sub-Junior All-America Skeet Team 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
                      ”Be safe, focus and have fun. Skeet shooting is a blast.  
                                            And learn to trust what you see.”
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S H O T G u N  S I G H T S

Innovation meets 
tradition in these HiViz 
3-dot sight systems.

Buck & Tombuster®II

The Buck and TomBuster II combines a traditional two-dot rear sight with green LitePipes 

with a FlashPoint-style bead-replacement round front sight with interchangeable green 

and orange LitePipes. 

C-Series Turkey/Deer

The C-Series is similar to the Buck & Tombuster II, but utilizes a magnetic front sight. Remove the 

rear sight and use the front sight only for waterfowl or upland hunting.

The C-Series front sight includes interchangeable LitePipes in green and orange 

and our original rear sight with two green LitePipes that is adjustable for windage and 

elevation.

Mark-It Paintball Sight

Paintball gun design prohibits the use of traditional sight systems. The Mark-It sight enables both right- and 

left-hand shooters to enhance accuracy. Snaps on most paintball gun barrels. Includes two green LitePipes. 

MPB Sight

The MPB Sight incorporates proven HiViz advantages in a sight for plain barrel shotguns. 

A unique snap-on sight base accommodates any one of four LitePipes in 

green or red in two diameters.
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 4 
Gun Fit

Rick Camuglia, NSCA All American 2001 to 2008,  
2007 National FITASC Champion 

“Lately, many target-setters are presenting off-speed looping targets at 
varying distances that really are deceiving! I’ve found that for this 

presentation the swing through method seems to work best.”

21

3 4

The fact is most shotguns can be made to fit 
most people by adjusting stock dimensions 
and balance. For new shooters two 
dimensions will be the most critical.

They are drop and length of pull. Drop is 
the measurement from where the cheek 
touches the stock to a line parallel with 
the rib. The drop must be sufficient so the 

shooter can see over the rib without lifting 
their head. Length of pull is measured from 
the curve of the trigger to the midpoint of 
the butt or recoil pad. This length must be 

long enough to keep clearance between 
the hand and face, but not so long as to 
hinder mounting or balance.

Pull

Drop

Too Small Too Big
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S H O T G u N  S I G H T S

These sights 
provide HiViz 
brightness 
in very small 
packages.

Flame 
The Flame packs HiViz brightness into a smaller package than the CompSight and is offered in your 

choice of red or HiViz green. Low-profile steel base replaces your gun’s existing front bead.

CompSight® & K-Comp 
The CompSight and K-Comp utilize a low-profile steel base that accommodates any one of three red or four 

green interchangeable LitePipes in .090", .105", .120" and .135" diameters and one white “bead.” Five 

different sizes of mounting screws are included in each package to fit most ribs. Includes a quick-

access carrying case to allow rapid LitePipe changes to match varying light conditions mid-match.

MidBrite Bead 
This small LitePipe replaces the mid-bead found on many target shotguns and works well in conjunction 

with any HiViz front sight. Ensures proper barrel alignment. Any misalignment from rapidly shouldering is 

instantly discerned and corrected.

Spark II  
The Spark II is a bead-replacement LitePipe that utilizes the proven HiViz green or red to achieve instant 

visibility on any shotgun with a removable front bead, whether plain barrel or vent rib. Housed in a steel 

base and packaged with 5 different sizes of threaded studs allow it to fit nearly all common shotguns 

with a threaded front bead.
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 5 
Recoil

Recoil, the unavoidable result of pulling 
a trigger, is the shooter’s arch enemy. 
Rifle shooters refer to “pulling the shot”. 
Shotgunners call it “flinching”. Whatever 
we call it, the accumulative affect of 
recoil causes the subconscious mind to 
resist subjecting the body to yet another 
blow. Preventing recoil issues is far easier 
than curing them.

A gun that fits properly and the use of 
light recoiling ammunition are highly 
recommended. However, the most 
common accessory available to mitigate 

against recoil is a good recoil pad. A 
good recoil pad must be soft enough 
to slow down and redirect the forces 
of recoil. It must also recover from its 
compressed state quickly enough to be 
ready for a second shot. Proper shape 
and texture enable a pad to mount 
quickly but must offer enough traction 
to prevent the recoil pad from moving 
on the shoulder between shots. All of 
the above attributes are incorporated 
into the XCoil from HiViz.Now there is 
no excuse for taking heavy recoil.

Marty Fischer, nsca Level three instructor, 
sporting clays course designer,  

outdoor writer & television host 
“The single most important aspect of any successful 
shot on a clay course or in the field is visual focus.”
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r I F L e / T A C T I C A L  S I G H T S

From practical 
to tactical, HiViz  
innovation meets 
your needs.

From practical 
to tactical, HiViz  
innovation meets 
your needs.

DOVM/MML Sights

The MML and DOVM series of sights from HiViz® are designed for centerfire rifles as well as traditional and 

in-line muzzleloaders. Each is mounted on a 3/8" dovetail steel base with interchangeable LitePipes in 

three sizes including 3/32", 7/64" and 1/8". 

DOVM sights are available in four heights: .315", .380", .420" and .500". All DOVM sights include six LitePipes—

three green and three red. The ML0011 is also available in a .360", European dovetail for imported traditional  

Hawken-style rifles.

Ruger® 10/22®

The Ruger® model 10/22 Combo is a front and rear sight set that includes a unique rear LitePipe folding 

sight that allows the shooter to use a detachable scope mount without removing the HiViz® sights. All 

critical components are manufactured in steel to ensure proper fit and longevity. The front dovetail sight 

has interchangeable LitePipes for both color and bead size. The Ruger 10/22 Combo is designed to 

replace the factory sight on standard Ruger 10/22 long-rifle barrels.



Tacsight

The TacSight shotgun sight is the per fect 

choice for home defense or any other 

t ac t i ca l shotgun use. The p roven, 

removable HiV iz® L iteP ipe is ful ly  

protected by a skeletonized frame that 

allows light to enter without exposing it to potential 

damage. The tapered front of the sight frame/base is 

serrated to eliminate glare to help the shooter maintain 

focus on the LitePipe. Mounts in the front bead hole 

of tact ical shotguns or any smooth barrel shotgun. 

Machined from lightweight, durable aircraf t-grade  

aluminum. 

AR-15 Sight

The HiViz® AR-15 sight is now even brighter and more 

versat ile than ever. The AR2008 now gives you the 

unique ability to interchange our high intensity 

litepipes. The two colors included are 

green and red. Also we have provided 

a tapered detent plunger; this t ightens the 

engagement between the sight and detent 

eliminating side to side movement. The new 

AR-15 sight will fit all types of AR front sights 

– fixed or detachable. Installation and adjustment can 

be done easily with the supplied wrench.

I currently have an Aimpoint 
Comp M2 mounted on my 
r i f le  wi th a Ki l l f lash ARD 
(anti-reflective device) on the 
front lens.  I found that under 
diminshed light conditions I 
would “lose” my front sight post.  
I found that a HiViz AR-15 front 
sight post improved my front 
sight acquisition dramatically.  
Additionally, the HiViz sight 
does not create a “flare” when 
looking through Night Vision 
Devices (NVD’s).

Benjamin Kurata, Senior 
Instructor, International Training 

Incorporated (ITI)

L . e .  T I P  # 7 
Sight Acquisition

17
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HANdGuN SIGHTS

Handgun Sights

HiViz handgun sights have been redesigned. With an all -new square profile, sight picture 

acquisit ion t ime is reduced. Serrations on the rear of the sight base combine with a slightly 

recessed LitePipe to eliminate the “halo effect” common to many sights and increase the 

durability of the toughest LitePipes available. This new design is also more holster friendly. 

With interchangeable or overmolded LitePipe designs, HiViz handgun front sight systems will 

suit vir tually any requirement. HiViz is the only manufacturer to of fer rugged overmolding on 

selected sight models for added protection.

Designed to fit selected models of Glock, Ruger, SigSauer, Kimber, STI, H&K, CZ, Smith & Wesson, Walther, 

Browning, Taurus, Kahr and Springfield Armory firearms. See selection chart on pages 28 - 36 for details.

Interchangeable Sights

HiViz’s line of interchangeable sights enables you to match your front sight to your eye’s preference. Each utilizes 

.090" diameter interchangeable LitePipes in green, red and white. Most importantly, modifications to the handgun 

are not necessary. 

Overmolded Sights 

HiViz’s overmolded pistol sights are suited to the demands placed on duty pistols or rugged competit ion guns. 

These sights combine the strength of our durable LitePipes with an incredibly tough resin  

overmold that protects the sight while allowing light to reach the LitePipe.

HiViz has sights 
designed for most major 
models of handguns.



X
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 8 
Focus

Bank Miller, Director of Training, International Training Inc.(ITI) 
“In close quarter battle, a lot of people think that trigger control is the key 

to success.  In our experience, a good, strong grip and a locked wrist are 
critical in shooting under close quarters conditions.  Trigger control is not 

the most important important fundamental!”

21

Shotgunners focus on their target and 
are aware of their sights, but it’s just 
the opposite for handgunners. 

Most combat and defensive handgun 
instructors preach “focus on your 
front sight and blur your target”. Front 
acquisition and focus are tremendously 
aided by a bright, highly visible front 
sight. 

Correct Focus Incorrect Focus

Practicing and using the hard focus on 
the front sight will allow one to shoot 
more quickly and more accurately. Try 
it the next time you go to the range to 
practice and compare your speed and 
accuracy to any other method.
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HANdGuN SIGHTS

New for Taurus 

After overwhelming demand Hi Viz will be of fering a interchangeable front sight, as well as fixed rear sight in 

either red or green for the PT1911. For the Taurus 24/7 a front overmolded sight available in red or green, and 

a fixed rear sight also in red or green.

New for Ruger pistol & revolvers

As Ruger continues to add innovative designs to their line of firearms the requests for Hi Viz sights increases also.  

In response we have two overmolded front sights one for the SR9 and a front sight for the Redhawk with a four 

inch barrel and pinned front sight. These sights will be available in red or green.

New for Kahr handguns

Hi Viz will be  of fering both front and rear sights for Kahr pistols with dovetailed sights. The front sight will be 

our overmoled type that will fit all Kahr dovetails. The rear sight will be available in red and green. This sight will 

fit only the new style dovetail.

New rear sights

Hi Viz has made a few changes to our rear sights. We have reduced the diameter of the litepipe from .070 inches 

to .050 inches so that the rear sight does not overpower the front sight, this will help to 

keep your focus on the front sight. Hi Viz will be introducing ten new rear handgun 

sights for 2009. we will be of fering these in red as well as green.        

Whatever model 
of gun you have, 
new or old, HiViz 
probably has a  
sight to fit it.

20
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 8 
Trigger Finger 

21

The key to a correct revolver grip is 
the placement of the trigger finger, 
and the key to fast revolver shooting 
is to keep the trigger finger square 
on the trigger (1) throughout its entire 
arc of movement.  You never want 
your finger to leave the face of the 
trigger anywhere during the firing 
sequence. 

Get your hand as high as you can 
on the grip and still have the revolver 
functional.  The web of the shooting 

hand is over the back strap (2), so 
when you fire you have enough 
clearance for the hammer to cycle.  
You want the centerline of the bore 
to be close to the centerline of your 
hand. Your hand is high on the grip 
the barrel held low.  Use of the non-
firing hand is 70% of the control of 
the revolver.  Use both thumbs, wrap 
them over, and pull tightly.  The big 
thing is consistency to the presentation 
of the target.

21

Jerry Miculek, 7 time 3-Gun National Champion,  
8 time IDPA National Champion,  

17 time IRC Champion, among others. 
“HiViz sights give you great contrast between the target and 

the front sight for a consistent presentation of the gun.  
It’s one of my best kept shooting secrets!”
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HANdGuN SIGHTS

Glock Sights & Glock Tool

Installat ion of HiViz front sights on Glock pistols is made easy with our new Glock tool. 

Simply remove the pistol’s slide and push the factory sight out from its press-fit mount. 

Using our Glock tool and the screw supplied with our Glock sights, replace the sight. The 

entire operation takes minutes.

HiViz is introducing two new front sights. The first is a taller interchangeable front sight 

with a height of .215”. This sight height is designed to be compatible with many popular rear target 

sights. The second is a redesigned large diameter (.120”) tactical overmold. In addit ion to this we are of fering 

a new rear sight with the litepipe diameter reduced from .070” to .050”. This new sight will be available in red 

and green.

Browning® Hi-Power® Combo

John M. Browning revolutionized the pistol world with his development of the Hi-Power nearly 90 years ago. 

Now, HiViz has revolutionized the Hi-Power world with the introduction of a front/rear sight combo.  

The Hi-Power combo features crit ical parts from solid steel for a sight that’s as durable as the Hi-Power itself. 

Also available in a front sight only.

Rimfire Pistols

The HRB 2007 front sight is designed for use on all Ruger Mark II heavy 

barrel pistols including the 22/45 as well as Browning Buckmark  

pistols. Replaces factory front sight. It also fits the Ruger 

Mark III and Single Six revolvers.

Rimfire or 
centerfire 
handguns 
can benefit 
from HiViz 
pistol 
sights.

Rimfire or 
centerfire 
handguns 
can benefit 
from HiViz 
pistol 
sights.
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 9 
Defense Handgun Shooting

Kay Clark Miculek, Holder of eight  
Women’s Pistol Shooting World Records  

“The secrets to recoil control are grip and stance.  
Make sure you get proper training on both of these 

fundamentals early in your shooting career.  This is especially 
important for women that must rely more on technique than brute strength.”
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3 4

Power stance: Proper balance, ease of 
movement, stability.

High hold: Place the web of the thumb and 
shooting finger high on the back strap. 

Solid grip: Obtain the identical grip every 
time it comes in contact with a handgun 
frame.

Front sight: Your HIViz front sight should 
be “razor sharp” in your vision, centered in 
the valley of the rear sight, and placed on 
the spot you wish to place your shot before 
you put your finger on the trigger.
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X C O I L  r e C O I L  PA d S

Today’s magnum 
loads demand a 
recoil pad rugged 
enough to do the job.

Today’s magnum 
loads demand a 
recoil pad rugged 
enough to do the job.

XCoil®

REDI-FIT™ and grindable versions of the XCoil pad from HiViz Shooting Systems are constructed of a composite proven 

superior at dampening recoil. Our testing has shown that the XCoil absorbs felt recoil more effectively than any other 

recoil pad currently available. 

With today’s trend toward magnum and short magnum rifle calibers and 3 1/2” magnum shotgun loads, it is vital to have 

an effective recoil pad. “Magnum” level energy pushing a projectile out the muzzle means magnum-level recoil on your 

shoulder. The XCoil is the answer. But there’s more to the XCoil than simply cushion.

The unique texture of the XCoil’s composition resists slipping when shouldered for consistent gun positioning. Too often, 

shooters look for a slick pad believing that it will compensate for careless shouldering of the firearm. The slippery nature of 

such pads means the gun easily moves between shots. Such movement is the reason for most bruising and missed second 

shots on the range and in the field.

Selection

The HiViz XCoil is currently offered in a variety of configurations — some require gunsmith 

installation while others are REDI-FIT™ designs for synthetic stocks that can be installed in 

seconds with two screws. The XCoil is now available in models to fit virtually any rifle or 

shotgun. Refer to the diagrams and selection charts on page 25 to determine which pad is 

right for you.
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S H O O T I N G  T I P  # 1 0 
Gun Mount a Drag

Johnny Meitzen, 2-Time nsca  
Nationals Veterans Champion 
“Admittedly or not, most shooters fear recoil.  

In my opinion, proper gun fit and a good recoil pad  
are the best ways to reduce felt recoil.”

2

3

One of the most common errors is starting the 
mount with the back hand. If the first move 
you make has both hands lifting in an upward 

direction the gun butt will hang-up under the 
armpit. The correct mount always begins with 
the front hand pushing toward the target.

Only after the gunstock has started 
its forward motion should the back 
hand begin lifting the stock towards 
the cheek.Perfecting a proper mount 

technique will allow the stock to arrive 
consistently at the cheek assuring proper  
rib-to-eye alignment.



Felt Recoil Comparison

Cushion is only 
part of what 
a recoil pad 
should provide. 
Demand a 
pad that also 
ensures  
consistency.

Cushion is only 
part of what 
a recoil pad 
should provide. 
Demand a 
pad that also 
ensures  
consistency.

X C O I L  r e C O I L  PA d S

In testing, the XCoil proved to be 

substantially more effective than the 

next closest competitor.

XCoil in the Lab
We tested the HiViz XCoil along with the best-selling recoil pads on the market and its recoil reducing performance proved 

to be substantially more effective than the next closest competitor. The test results shown below are measurements of 

magnitude of impact felt by a test piston guarded by each pad. The chart indicates pressure the piston felt after impact 

(simulated recoil). Lower PSI indicates that more impact was absorbed by the pad. All pads tested used the same projectile 

launched at the same PSI for consistent measurements.

XCoil in the Field
If you do your shooting in the field and not the lab, consider the pile of customer feedback we’ve received from shooters 

like you: “I bought a synthetic stocked 300 WSM and the recoil knocked me cross-eyed. I was regretting the purchase 

and looking to get rid of the gun when someone recommended the XCoil to me. the pad tamed the recoil down to 

mild 30-06 levels. Needless to say, I’m keeping the gun…and putting an XCoil on every gun I own.”



u N I v e r S A L
MODEL MSRP DESCRIPTION

SPORTING Radiused heel recoil pad 1" thick, black

XCS1001 (Sm.) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 5.1"h x 1.900"w.

XCS1002 (Med.) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 5.4"h x 1.994"w.

XCS1003 (Lg.) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 5.75"h x 2.094"w.

XCS1004 (XL) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 6.1"h x 2.190"w.

UNIVERSAL Shotgun/Rifle recoil pad 1" thick, black

XCT1001 (Sm.) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 5.1"h x 1.900"w.

XCT1002 (Med.) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 5.4"h x 1.994"w.

XCT1003 (Lg.) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 5.75"h x 2.094"w.

XCT1004 (XL) $43.35 Fits stocks up to 6.1"h x 2.190"w.

r e d I - F I T ™  S T A N d A r d 
for Synthetic Stocks

MODEL MSRP DESCRIPTION

XCBER391 $43.35 Fits most Beretta large 5.375" wood and synthetic stocks

XCBENSBE $43.35 Fits Benelli Super Black Eagle and most non-tactical models

XCBRNGOLD $43.35 Fits Browning Gold shotguns, post 2006 Mossberg 835, 500, 935

XCWIN1300 $43.35 Fits Winchester 1300

XCMOS835 $43.35 Fits Mossberg post 1999 853, 500. For post 2006 835, 500, 
935, use XCBRNGOLD

XCREM700 $43.35 Remington Model 700 and short & long action

XCREM870 $43.35 Remington 1100, 870 & 1187

XCBRNABOLT $43.35 Browning A-Bolt post 1996 models except WSSM

XCWIN70 $43.35 Winchester Model 70; post 1999 models

XCSAV110 $43.35 Savage 110; post 1999 models

XCRUGM77 $43.35 Ruger Model 77; post 2001 models

PAD SIzE

X-Large Large Medium Small

1 6.100 5.775 5.400 5.100

2 2.190 2.094 1.994 1.900

3 3.150 3.125 3.125 2.870

4 1.150 0.955 0.950 0.810

5 4.500 4.300 4.300 3.800

6 1.300 1.300 1.300 1.180
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Magni-Optics 

 

Magni-Hunter
MGH2007-I $35.65 Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .230” to .330” 

(15/64 - 21/64; 5.8mm - 8.3mm). 2 red, 2 green LitePipes.
Fits Beretta, Browning, Benelli, Remington, Franchi, Charles 
Daly, Verona, Ruger Call for specific model descriptions.

MGH2007-II $35.65 Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .3555” to .440” 
(23/64 - 7/16; 9mm - 11.1mm). 2 red, 2 green LitePipes.

Fits Mossberg, Remington, Winchester, Browning, 
Beretta, Weatherby. Call for specific model descriptions. 

 Magni-Optics Magni-Comp 
MGC2006 $43.20 Magni-Comp sight replaces existing bead. Includes 2 LitePipes 

(1 green and 1 red), 5 screws and key to interchange LitePipes.
Fits most vent-ribbed shotguns with removable front 
bead.

   CompSight 
PM1002

 
$39.95

Competition sight to replace existing bead. Includes  
8 LitePipes in varied colors and diameters, sight base, 
carrying case and key.

Fits most vent-ribbed shotguns with removable front 
bead.

 TriComp 
PM2003

 
$39.95

Replaces existing bead. Includes 3 triangular and 3 round 
LitePipes in varied colors and heights, sight base and 
carrying case.

Fits most vent-ribbed shotguns with removable front 
bead.

 K-Comp 
KR2005

 
$39.95

Steel base, 8 interchangeable LitePipes, revolving carrying 
case, key, two 3-56 screws. Special fastener for adjustable 
rib models (K80 Trap, KX5).

Fits K-80 model Krieghoff shotguns and any other 
target shotgun with rib widths of 5/16" (.312"; 8mm) 
and channel width 5/32" (.156"; 4mm).

 Flame 
FL2005-R 
FL2005-G

 
$16.65 
$16.65

Replaces existing bead. Steel base sight, with non-
interchangeable LitePipe. Green or Red.

Fits most vent-ribbed shotguns with removable front 
bead.

 FlashPoint 
FP1001

 
$27.30

Triangular front sight. Replaces existing bead.  
Includes 8 LitePipes. (3 green, 3 red triangular in varied 
heights; 1 green & 1 red round.) 

Fits most vent-ribbed shotguns with removable front 
bead.

 Spark II 
BD1007-G $10.60 Threaded front bead replacement. Spark II sight. Green. Each Spark II is packaged with 5 threaded studs 

(6/48, 3/56, 5/40, 3mm x .5 & 3mm x .6) to fit all 
common shotguns with removable front bead.BD1008-R $10.60 Threaded front bead replacement. Spark II sight. Red.

  

      

MidBrite 
MB2003-G

 
$12.45

 
Replaces mid-bead on target shotguns. Green. Standard press-fit tapered shank.

MB2003-R $12.45 Replaces mid-bead on target shotguns. Red.

 
  

Birdbuster 
BB2005 $23.35 2 red LitePipes (1 round, 1 triangular); 2 green LitePipes (1 round,  

1 triangular); 1 clear carrying case, three magnetic sight frames.
Multiple magnetic sight frames fit virtually any vent-
ribbed shotgun.
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 M200 $22.20

Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .171" to .265" (11/64" - 
17/64"; 4.2mm - 6.7mm). M-Series includes 4 LitePipes  
(2 green, 2 red); 

Beretta: 686 & 687 models with ultra narrow 
rib, AL390, A304, AL390 Field, 391 Urika Field; 
Browning: Gold Series, 28 ga. and .410 Citori; 
Sigarms: SA-3 Hunter, SA-5 Upland;  
Benelli: 20 gauge.

S200-R $17.15 Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .171" to .265" (11/64" - 
17/64"; 4.2mm - 6.7mm). S-Series includes 1 LitePipe in 
either red or green.S200-G $17.15

 
 
 M300 $22.20

Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .218" to .328" (7/32" 
- 21/64"; 5.5mm - 8.3mm). M-Series includes 4 LitePipes 
(2 green, 2 red); S-Series includes 1 LitePipe in either red 
or green.

Remington: All field models; Browning: Gold 10 ga., 
BPS, Auto-5; Beretta: Comp., T & ST ribs, Pintail auto; 
Ruger: Red Label field guns; Ithaca: Model 37 and 
other models; Benelli: Super Black Eagle & all field 
guns; Franchi: Field guns.S300-R $17.15 Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .218" to .328" (7/32" 

- 21/64"; 5.5mm - 8.3mm). S-Series includes 1 LitePipe in 
either red or green.S300-G $17.15

 
 M400 $22.20

Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .328" to .437" (21/64" - 
7/16"; 8.3mm-11.1mm). M-Series includes 4 LitePipes  
(2 green, 2 red); 

Winchester: All post-1964 pumps and autoloaders; 
Mossberg: All (except ported models); Browning: 
Citori target grades (except super wide ribs); Beretta: 
S682 Comp, trap guns.

S400-R $17.15 Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .328" to .437" (21/64" - 
7/16"; 8.3mm-11.1mm). S-Series includes 1 LitePipe in  either 
red or green.S400-G $17.15

 

M500 $22.20 Magnetic base sight to fit ribs from .437" to .578" (7/16" 
-37/64";11.1mm-14.6mm). 4 LitePipes (2 green, 2 red).

Beretta: Silver Pigeon, Gold & Onyx Sporting; 
Browning: GTI; Ithaca/SKB: Trap, Sporting Clays; 
Kreighoff: K-80 International Skeet;  
Remington: 1100 Target.

RM2006 $17.15
ETA front sight for Remington Shotguns. Interchangeable 
green LitePipes: 2 round and 1 triangular with carrying 
case. 

Fits all ribbed 870, 1100 and 11-87 Remington  
shotguns.

MPB $22.20 Snap-on, plain barrel shotgun sight. 
MPB includes base and 4 LitePipes (2 green, 2 red). 

Fits all 12-, 16- and 20-gauge shotguns without 
ventilated ribs. 
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Four In One
FO2008-I 
FO2008-II

$44.10

Four-In-One interchangable front and rear sight system.  
Two dot fully adjustable rear with round LitePipe front. 
Includes 4 LitePipes for rear sight (red, green, white and 
black) and 2 for the front (1 red and 1 green).

4in1-I fits 1/4" (6.3mm) and 9/32 (7.5mm) ribs.  
Beretta, Browning Gold, Remington.

4in1-II fits 5/16" (7.9mm) and 3/8" (9.7mm) ribs.  
BPS, Bennelli, Mossberg, Winchester.

 Triviz 
TT1001 $36.20

Front and Rear sight combo. Mounts on any vent-ribbed.
Includes 4 green LitePipes (3 triangular in varied heights to 
adjust elevation; 1 round.)

Fits most vent-ribbed shotguns with removable front 
bead.

 
TB2004 $36.20 TomBuster II Turkey sight. Two-dot fully adjustable rear sight 

with round LitePipe front sight.
Fits most vent-ribbed shotguns with removable  
front bead.

 
 

C200-2 $36.20 Front/rear combo.(TS-2002 r./M200 f.) Beretta & Browning Gold field shotguns. 

C300-2 $36.20 Front/rear combo.(TS-2002 r./M300 f.) Browning: BPS, Citori; Remington, Benelli, Ithaca, 
Charles Daly, Mossberg.

C400-1 $36.20 Front/rear combo. (TS-1002 r./M400 f.) Winchester, Mossberg & Remington SP-10.

 
 TS2002 $16.20 Double-dot fully adjustable rear sight. Mounts on ventilated 

ribs. Dual green LitePipes.
TS-2002 fits Remington, Benelli, Charles Daly,  
Ithaca and Browning field guns.

TS1002 $16.20 Double-dot fully adjustable rear sight. Mounts on ventilated 
ribs. Dual green LitePipes.

TS-1002 fits Winchester, Mossberg & Remington 
SP-10.

 TAC1001-L $45.95 Tactical shotgun sight. Low profile. Fits 12 ga. smooth barrel shotguns with removable 
front bead. TAC1001-M is for shotguns with elevated 
rear sights.TAC1001-M $45.95 Tactical shotgun sight. Medium profile.

 MML* $33.40
Muzzleloader Sight System for 3/8" dovetail. 
Interchangeable style; comes with 6 LitePipes 3 orange and 
3 green in various diameters. 

MML Thompson/Center Hawkens Models.

ML0011* $33.40
Muzzleloader Sight System for .360" dovetail. 
Interchangeable style; comes with 6 LitePipes 3 orange and 
3 green in various diameters. 

ML0011 CVA, Traditions, Cabela’s and other 
imported Hawkens style muzzleloaders.
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DOVM* $33.40
.315" height rifle/muzzleloader front sight. Interchangeable 
style. Comes with 6 LitePipes; 3 red and 3 green in various 
diameters and a key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits rifles/muzzleloaders with 3/8" dovetail.  
Height of DOVM sight measured from bottom of 
dovetail to top of sight. 

DOVM-380* $33.40
.380" height rifle/muzzleloader front sight. Interchangeable 
style. Comes with 6 LitePipes; 3 red and 3 green in various 
diameters and a key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits rifles/muzzleloaders with 3/8" dovetail.  
Height of DOVM sight measured from bottom of 
dovetail to top of sight.

DOVM-420* $33.40
.420" height rifle/muzzleloader front sight. Interchangeable 
style. Comes with 6 LitePipes; 3 red and 3 green in various 
diameters and a key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits rifles/muzzleloaders with 3/8" dovetail.  
Height of DOVM sight measured from bottom of 
dovetail to top of sight.

DOVM-500* $33.40
.500" height rifle/muzzleloader front sight. Interchangeable 
style. Comes with 6 LitePipes; 3 red and 3 green in various 
diameters and a key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits rifles/muzzleloaders with 3/8" dovetail.  
Height of DOVM sight measured from bottom of 
dovetail to top of sight.

 
UNI2006* $28.90 HiViz Rifle/Shotgun Rear sight. Fully adjustable 3/8 dovetail rear sight replacement.

 

  
RG1001* $39.95 Front/rear combo for Ruger 10/22 rifle. Fits Ruger 10/22 long-rifle standard barrel rifles.

  
AR2008 $31.45

Interchangable style. Includes carrying case, sight 
adjustment tool, tapered detent and key to interchange 
LitePipes. 4 LitePipes: 2 red, 2 green.

Fits AR and M4 type rifles with A-Frame or folding 
front sight.

PB2004 $10.75 Paintball Marker Barrel Sight. Fits most paintball markers with standard  
barrel diameters (barrel diameters up to .885”).PBS2004 $14.00 Paintball Marker Barrel Sight w/ Barrel Sleeve.
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GL2006 $37.75 Interchangeable Glock. Comes with 6 LitePipes of various 
colors, carrying case and key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits all Glock models except ported or compensated 
models.

GL2007-R 
GL2007-G

$43.20 
$43.20

Glock standard front sight, resin overmolded. Green. 
Glock standard front sight, resin overmolded. Red.

Fits all Glock models except ported or compensated 
models.

GL2009-215 $37.75 Interchangeable style. Includes 6 Litepipes in various colors, 
carrying case and key to interchange Litepipes.

.215 height Glock front sight. Increased height to 
match many aftermarket rear sights.

GL2009-R 
GL2009-G

$43.20 
$43.20

Glock Tactical front sight, resin overmold. Red. 
Glock Tactical front sight, resin overmold. Green.

Redesigned Glock overmold with large  
.120 diameter litepipe. Fits all Glocks except  
ported or compensated models.

GL1005* $55.00 Glock 6.5mm Rear. .070 diameter LitePipe. Green. GL1005 fits 9mm, 40 S&W, .357 Sig (except 17L).

GL1009* $55.00 Glock 6.9mm Rear. .070 diameter LitePipe. Green. GL1009 fits 45 ACP, 10MM, and .45 GAP Calibers.

GL2109-R*                 
GL2109-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Glock rear sight 6.9 mm. .050 diameter LitePipe. Red. 
Glock rear sight 6.9 mm. .050 diameter LitePipe. Green. Fits 45 ACP, 10mm and 45 GAP.

GL2105-R*                
GL2105-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Glock rear sight 6.5 mm. .050 diameter LitePipe. Red. 
Glock rear sight 6.5 mm. .050 diameter LitePipe. Green. Fits 9mm, 40 S&W and 357 Sig.

GLOCK-TL $16.15 Glock Tool. Used for the installation of HiViz Glock front sights.

 CZ2005-G 
CZ2005-R

$43.20 
$43.20

CZ 75 front pistol sight, resin overmold. Green. 
CZ 75 front pistol sight, resin overmold. Red.

Fits CZ75, 85, 97, P-01 and 83 models except Kadet, 
Champion, and Standard IPSC models. 

 
GP2006 $37.75

Front sight for Ruger GP100 Revolvers. Interchangeable 
style. Includes 6 LitePipes in various colors, carrying case 
and key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits all GP100 model revolvers with adjustable  
rear sight, except pin front sight.

 

HRB2007 $43.20 Ruger Mark II & III/Browning Buck Mark sight/ 
Ruger Single Six.

Fits Ruger MK II and III heavy barrel guns including 
22/45 and Browning Buck Mark pistols (except 
Challenge, 5.5 Target, and 5.5 Field). Will fit Ruger 
Single Six revolvers with adjustable rear sights.

RT2008 $37.75 Interchangeable style. Includes 6 LitePipes in various colors, 
carrying case and a key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits tapered barrel target model with adjustable rear 
sight.
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RB2008-G 
RB2008-R

$43.20 
$43.20

Ruger front revolver sight, resin overmolded. Red. 
Ruger front revolver sight, resin overmolded. Green.

Fits Blackhawk, Super Blackhawk and Bisley models 
with pinned front sight, except .45 Colt caliber.

RP2007-G* 
RP2007-R*

$43.20 
$43.20

Front sight for Ruger P-345, resin overmolded. Green. 
Front sight for Ruger P-345, resin overmolded. Red. Fits all Ruger P-345 models.

RH2006-G 
RH2006-R

$43.20 
$43.20

Front sight for Ruger Red Hawk, resin overmold. Green. 
Front sight for Ruger Red Hawk, resin overmold. Red.

Fits all Ruger Redhawk revolvers except Alaskan.  
Will also fit Ruger Super Blackhawk Hunter model.

RG2006-G 
RG2006-R

$43.20 
$43.20

Ruger front pistol sight, resin overmold. Green. 
Ruger front pistol sight, resin overmold. Red.

Fits all “P” series models except model P-345. Also 
fits Ruger SP101.

RR2009-R                
RR2009-G          

$43.20 
$43.20

Ruger front revolver sight, resin overmold. Red. 
Ruger front revolver sight, resin overmold. Green.

Fits Ruger Redhawk with 4 inch barrel and pinned 
front sight.

SR2009-R*      
SR2009-G* 

$43.20 
$43.20

Ruger SR 9 front sight, resin overmold. Red. 
Ruger SR 9 front sight, resin overmold. Green. Fits Ruger SR 9.

 
 

SW3001-G 
SW3001-R

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold(.250). Green. 
S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold(.250). Red.

Will fit any Smith & Wesson revolver with 
interchangeable front sight.  
Height of front sight measured from top of blade to 
bottom of blade excluding dovetail.

SW3002-G 
SW3002-R

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold(.208). Green. 
S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold(.208). Red.

SW3003-G 
SW3003-R

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold(.310). Green. 
S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold(.310). Red.

SW1911-G* 
SW1911-R*

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front sight for 1911, resin overmold. Green. 
S&W front sight for 1911, resin overmold. Red. Fits Smith & Wesson 1911 model pistols.

SW2109-R*                    
SW2109-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Smith & Wesson 1911 rear sight. Red.                            
Smith & Wesson 1911 rear sight. Green Fits Smith & Wesson 1911 pistols, except DK models.

SW617-G 
SW617-R

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold. Green.  
S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold. Red. Fits Smith & Wesson 617 model Revolvers.

 SW3004-G 
SW3004-R

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front pistol sight, resin overmold. Green. 
S&W front pistol sight, resin overmold. Red.

Fits Smith & Wesson SW99; also fits Walther P99. 
Fits Walther P22 with optional screw.
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 SW2001-G 
SW2001-R

$21.55 
$21.55

S&W 410/910 combo, resin overmold front. Green. 
S&W 410/910 combo, resin overmold front. Red. 

Smith & Wesson pistol sight set for 410, 910 and 
909 models.

SW1001-R 
SW1001-G

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front revolver sight, resin overmolded. Red. 
S&W front revolver sight, resin overmolded. Green.

Fits sub three inch barrel J-frame with pinned front 
sight.

 SW1002-G 
SW1002-O 
SW1002 -R

$43.20 
$43.20 
$43.20

S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold. Green. 
S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold. Orange.  
S&W front revolver sight, resin overmold. Red. 

Fits Smith & Wesson models 317 w/ 3" barrel, 66, 
67, 686, 696, 625, 657, 629 (except classic series 
and Performance Center guns).

SW2007-G* 
SW2007-R*

$43.20 
$43.20

S&W M&P front sight, resin overmolded. Green. 
S&W M&P front sight, resin overmolded. Red. Fits all Smith & Wesson M&P models.

MP2109-R*                 
MP2109-G*  

$55.00 
$55.00

Smith & Wesson M & P rear sight. Red. 
Smith & Wesson M & P rear sight. Green. Fits Smith & Wesson M&P pistols.

SF2008-R* 
SF2008-G*

$43.20 
$43.20

Springfield 1911 front sight, resin overmolded. Red. 
Springfield 1911 front sight, resin overmolded. Green. Fits Springfield 1911 Models with dovetail front sight.

SF2109-R*            
SF2109-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Springfield 1911 rear sight. Red.                                       
Springfield 1911 rear sight. Green.

Fits Springfield Armory 1911production models  
with fixed sights, except GI model and Mil Spec.

XD2007-G* 
XD2007-R*

$43.20 
$43.20

Springfield XD front sight, resin overmolded. Green. 
Springfield XD front sight, resin overmolded. Red. Fits all Springfield XD models.

XD2109-R*                     
XD2109-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Springfield Armory XD rear sight. Red.                   
Springfield Armory XD rear sight. Green. Fits Springfield XD pistols.

HSG1002-G* 
HSG1002-R*

$43.20 
$43.20

Sig Sauer front pistol sight, resin overmold. Green. 
Sig Sauer front pistol sight, resin overmold. Red.

Fits P-220, P-225, P-226, P-228, P-229, P-239  
Does not fit P-250.

SG2006* $37.75 Sig Sauer interchangeable sight; comes with 6 LitePipes in 
various colors, carrying case and key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits P-220, P-225, P-226, P-228, P-229, P-239  
Does not fit P-250. 

SG2109-R*             
SG2109-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Sig P series rear sight. Red. 
Sig P Series rear sight. Green. Fits all P Series Sig pistols, except P250.

SG2009-250-R*       
SG2009-250-G*

$43.20 
$43.20

Sig P-250 front sight, resin overmold. Red. 
Sig P-250 front sight, resin overmold. Green. Fits Sig P-250, Height same as Sig #6.

 HP2007-R* $55.00 Browning Hi-Power rear site - green.
Fits Browning Hi-Power pistols.

HP2007-F* $37.75 Browning Hi-Power front, interchangable LitePipes.
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KB2006* $37.75 Kimber Interchangeable; comes with 6 LitePipes in various 
colors, carrying case and key to interchange LitePipes.

.330 x .075 x 60° dovetail; will not fit the Kimber  

.22 cal conversion.

HK2008-C-R* 
HK2008-C-G* $43.20 H&K USP Compact front sight, resin overmold. Red. 

H&K USP Compact front sight, resin overmold. Green.
Fits H&K USP Compact 45 ACP, .357 Sig, 40 S&W, 
9mm. (Height of sight is 6.2mm).

HK2008-F* $37.75 Interchangeable style. Includes 6 LitePipes in various colors, 
carryng case and key to interchange LitePipes.

Fits H&K USP Fullsize calibers. 45 ACP, .357 Sig,  
40 S&W, 9mm. (Height of sight is 6.8mm).

HK2109-R                  
HK2109-G $43.20 H&K USP rear sight. Red.                                               

H&K USP rear sight. Green. Fits H&K USP Compact and Fullsize.

STI2008* $37.75 Interchangeable style. Includes 6 LitePipes in various colors, 
carryng case and key to interchange LitePipes. Fits STI Edge and variants.

CT2009 $37.75 Interchangeable style. Includes 6 Litepipes in various colors, 
carrying case and key to interchange Litepipes.

Tenon style sight. Fits most wide tenon 1911’s. tenon 
can be narrowed to fit early narrow tenon 1911’s.

KA2009-R*            
KA2009-G*

$43.20 
$43.20

Kahr front sight, resin overmold. Red. 
Kahr front sight, resin overmold. Green.

Fits all Kahr pistols with dovetail front sight both  
new and old style.

KA2109-R*                 
KA2109-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Kahr rear sight. Red. 
Kahr rear sight. Green. Fits all Kahr pistols with new style dovetail.

TR1911* $37.75 Interchangeable style. Includes 6 Litepipes in various colors, 
carrying case and key to interchange Litepipes. Fits Taurus PT 1911.

TR2109-R*                    
TR2109-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Taurus PT 1911 rear sight. Red. 
Taurus PT 1911 rear sight. Green. Fits Taurus PT 1911.

TR2009-R*    
TR2009-G*

$43.20 
$43.20

Taurus 24/7 front sight, resin overmold. Red. 
Taurus 24/7  front sight, resin overmold. Green. Fits Taurus 24/7 pistols with dovetail sights.

TR2109-24/7-R* 
TR2109-24/7-G*

$55.00 
$55.00

Taurus 24/7 rear sight. Red. 
Taurus 24/7 rear sight. Green. Fits Taurus 24/7 pistols with dovetail sights.
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* HiViz recommends gunsmith installation for all dovetail sights. Due to manufacturing tolerances, some firearms may require additional fitting.
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Members of the HiViz Pro Staff have won many major national and  

international championships in their respective disciplines.

The HiViz Pro Staff continues to rack up accomplishments every year.  

Many of the world’s top competitive shooters, instructors and hunters look down the rib  

at a HiViz sight or shoulder a HiViz XCoil recoil pad as they dominate various shooting disciplines.  

And as we continue to create innovative shooting system enhancements, our Pro Staff will ensure their effectiveness.

Sporting Clays Pro Staff 

Johnny Meitzen, Josh Noble,  

Mike Wilgus, Travis Mears, Rick Camuglia, Nathan Pakish,  

  Doug Fuller, Bobby Fowler Jr.

Skeet Pro Staff

Gabby Hulgan

Trap Pro Staff

Harlan Campbell Jr.

Writer & Celebrity Pro Staff

Allen Treadwell, Leslie Easterbrook, Marty Fischer, Doug Richesin,   

T.J. Klay, Captain Jeff Kraynik, Bryce Mann

Junior Pro Staff

 Jon Michael McGrath II, Amber English, Dustin Buttler

Handgun Pro Staff

Jerry Miculek, Kay Clark Miculek,  

Tony Holmes

Law Enforcement Advisory Staff

Sgt. James Hagearty II, Bank Miller, Benjamin Kurata,  

John Farnam and Vicki Farnam
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